
Minutes of the Treasure Valuation Committee 

Hartwell Room, British Museum, Wednesday 31st October 2007, 11am 

 

Present: 
 

Committee   Other    Apologies 
Norman Palmer (chair)  Caroline Barton (BM)  Stephen Hodgson (DCMS) 

John Cherry   Roger Bland (BM)   

May Sinclair   Caroline Lyons (BM)   

Trevor Austin   Ian Richardson (BM)     

Jack Ogden   Janina Parol (BM)    

Peter Clayton    Owain Lloyd-James (DCMS) 

 

Item 1: Minutes of the meeting of Tuesday 19th September 2007 

The minutes were passed as a true record, minor corrections having been submitted by 

Norman Palmer. 

 

Item 2: Objects 

 

Prehistoric artefacts 

 

1 Bronze Age gold composite ring from Stone, Bucks (2007 T118) 

The provisional valuer suggested £1,100; the Committee inspected the find in light of this, noting  

however that, though the piece is complete and in good condition, when compared to similar 

examples from Sittingbourne Area, Kent (2006 T566; £400) and Deighton, North Yorkshire 

(2003 T404; £400) the provisional valuation was decidedly high.  The Committee felt that that a 

more realistic valuation would be in accordance with the aforementioned comparisons. Following 

discussion, the Committee recommended £600. 

 

Early Medieval artefacts 

 

2 Early Medieval silver strap-end from Milborne Port, Somerset (2007 T242)-Challenge-2nd 

viewing 

The committee noted with concern a potential conflict of interest in that the private valuation 

submitted by the finder was provided by , who was also commissioned by the 

Committee secretariat as the provisional valuer for this item.  It is evident that the finder 

approached Mr Spencer before he was commissioned to value the item on behalf of the 

Committee.  This was not brought to the attention of the Committee secretariat or the committee 

prior to the finder submitting his valuation.  The committee recommended the Committee 

secretariat contact Mr  to obtain his permission to reveal his identity, as provisional 

valuer, to the finder.  The Committee secretariat will write to the finder to explain this conflict, 

that two varying valuations were submitted from the same valuer and give the finder the option to 

submit another valuation if he so wishes.  The Committee requested that a second valuation be 

commissioned to counter this conflict of interest.  The Committee recommended that the 

Committee secretariat contact Mr  and the other provisional valuers to state the need to 

inform the Committee secretariat if they have viewed or valued an item submitted to them for 

valuation. 

 

3 Anglo-Saxon gold and garnet mount from Mid Essex (2006 T440)-Challenge- 2nd viewing 

The first provisional valuer suggested £1,200, the second £1,000; the Committee inspected the 

find in light of this and felt that in this case the provisional valuations were low when compared 

with the examples submitted by the finder and the recent sale of a similar item by Bonhams for 

£5,000.  The Bonhams pendant was larger in diameter by 10mm and had a complete suspension 

loop.  The Committee did not feel the examples cited by the finder justified the suggested 

valuation of £4,500- £5,000 but compared the find to the above mentioned Bonhams pendant and 

a similar example from „near Holt‟, Norfolk (2004 T293; £2,500) which was silver and in 

damaged condition.  The Committee therefore recommended £3,000. 

 

 



 

Medieval artefacts 

 

4 *Medieval silver annular brooch from Oswestry area, Shropshire (2006 T429) 

The provisional valuer suggested £60; the Committee inspected the find in light of this and, 

agreeing with the valuer, recommended £60. 

 

5 *Medieval silver annular brooch from Lupton area, Cumbria (2006 T264) 

The provisional valuer suggested £40; the Committee inspected the find in light of this and felt 

that the find had been slightly undervalued, considering that the good quality of the silver and 

nice frame. The Committee therefore recommended £50. 

 

6 *Medieval silver brooch from Crimplesham, Norfolk (2007 T72) 

The provisional valuer suggested £250; the Committee inspected the find in light of this, noting 

that the item was pleasing, with a nice motif but felt that the provisional valuation was too high 

and therefore recommended £180. 

 

7 *Medieval silver terminal from Fingest, Bucks (2007 T113) 

The provisional valuer suggested £80; the Committee inspected the find in light of this and felt 

that the find had been slightly undervalued, considering the attractive niello and comparing the 

item to a similar Anglo-Saxon example, without neillo, from Deerhurst, Gloucestershire (2004 

T412; £75).  The Committee therefore recommended £100. 

 

8 *Late Medieval base silver seal finger-ring from Laverstock, Wilts (2007 T282) 

The provisional valuer suggested £100; the Committee inspected the find in light of this, noting 

the item is large but broken, with initial rings being of a common type.  The Committee, agreeing 

with the valuer, recommended £100.  The Committee replied to the provisional valuer‟s 

comments “It would be interesting to be able to find out whom the seal belonged to…” stating 

that there are a lot of finger-rings with IR inscribed upon them and these cannot be traced. 

 

9 Medieval silver finger-ring from Brixton Deverill, Wilts (2006 T490) 

The provisional valuer suggested £80; the Committee inspected the find in light of this and felt 

that the ring is of a wearable size but with crude decoration and taking into account the 

association with the coins recommended £120, 

 

10 *Medieval silver annular brooch from Upper Boat, Nr Pontypridd (04.11) 

The provisional valuer suggested £50; the Committee inspected the find in light of this and 

agreed with the finders comments that the provisional valuation is too low.  The Committee 

compared the find to a brooch from Kidwelly, Carmarthenshire (2004 T44; £200) and 

commented that brooches come in considerable varieties and the Committee must look at them 

on their own merit and therefore recommended £180. 

 

11 Medieval gold annular brooch from Alby area, Norfolk (2006 T507) 

The provisional valuer suggested £500; the Committee inspected the find in light of this and felt 

the provisional valuation was low as the brooch type is quite rare, noting a silver comparison 

from „near Mildenhall‟, Suffolk (2004 T176; £1,600) and following discussion, the Committee 

requested that this find be deferred until a second valuation had been commissioned. 

 

12 Medieval gold brooch from North Crawley, Milton Keynes (2006 T529) 

 

The provisional valuer suggested £800; the Committee inspected the find in light of this and felt 

the provisional valuation was slightly low when considering comparisons from Godshill, Isle of 

Wight (2006 T259; £550), which is less interesting and slightly damaged, and from 

Kingstaignton, Devon (2002 T154; £750).  The Committee therefore recommended £900. 

 

13 Medieval silver annular brooch from North Herts (2007 T23)-Challenge- 2nd Viewing 

The provisional valuer suggested £50; the Committee previously recommended a valuation of 

£50.  Having revisited the find and taking into account the parallels the finder sites the 



Committee recommends £180. 

 

Post-medieval artefacts 
 

14 *Post-Medieval silver dress-pin from Hanslope, Milton Keynes (2006 T478) 

The provisional valuer suggested £60; the Committee inspected the find in light of this and, 

agreeing with the valuer, recommended £60. 
 

15 *Post-Medieval silver-gilt dress-hook from Carnforth area, Lancashire (2007 T319) 

The provisional valuer suggested £180; the Committee inspected the find in light of this and, 

noting the interesting marks on the dress-hook and agreeing with the valuer, recommended £180. 
 

16 *Post-Medieval silver-gilt dress-pin fragment from Little Brickhill, Milton Keynes (2006 

T197) 

The provisional valuer suggested £100; the Committee inspected the find in light of this and felt 

that the provisional valuation was slightly too high when considering comparisons from 

Petworth, West Sussex (2004 T38; £100) and Newent, Gloucestershire (2005 T134;£100) which 

are of sharper design and in the formers case more complete.  Taking into account these 

comparisons and personal experience the Committee recommended £80. 
 

17 *Post-Medieval silver hawking ring from Emneth, Norfolk (2007 T305) 

The provisional valuer suggested £400; the Committee inspected the find in light of this and felt 

that the provisional valuation was low when compared with a similar example from Llantrithyd, 

the Vale of Glanmorgan (NMGW 01.07; £550).  The Committee recommended £600. 
 

18 *Post-Medieval silver bell from Emneth, Norfolk (2007 T306) 

The provisional valuer suggested £30; the Committee inspected the find in light of this and, 

agreeing with the valuer, recommended £30.  The Committee noted a recent repair on the bell 

where it was glued and coloured yellow, it was recommended that the Committee secretariat raise 

the issue of non-treatment of Treasure finds as laid out in the Code of Practice. 
 

19*Post-Medieval silver finger-ring from Emneth, Norfolk (2007 T307) 

The provisional valuer suggested £200; the Committee inspected the find in light of this and, as 

the finger-ring is quite pleasing in appearance, agreeing with the valuer, recommended £200.  

The Committee noted a recent repair on the bell where it was glued and coloured yellow, it was 

recommended that the Committee secretariat raise the issue of non-treatment of Treasure finds as 

laid out in the Code of Practice. 
 

20*Post-Medieval gold posy ring from Collingbourne Kingston, Wilts (2006 T457) 

The provisional valuer suggested £100; the Committee inspected the find in light of this and felt 

the provisional valuation was too low, recommended £125.   
 

21 Post-Medieval gold posy ring from Soham area, Cambs (2007 T163) 

The provisional valuer suggested £1,200; the Committee inspected the find in light of this and 

due to the commonness of such rings felt that the provisional valuation was too high.  The ring 

was compared to a similar example from Billericay, Essex (2004 T353; £600) and from 

Tannington, Suffolk (2004 T378; £1,000), which was felt to be a high valuation.  Plain hoops on 

finger-rings of this type should fetch around £600, as this ring has added decoration the 

Committee recommended £900. 
 

 

22 Post-Medieval gold posy ring from Shipdham, Norfolk (2007 T308) 

The provisional valuer suggested £1,500; the Committee inspected the find in light of this and 

due to the commonness of such rings felt that the provisional valuation was too high.  The ring 

was compared to a similar example from Billericay, Essex (2004 T353; £600) and from 

Tannington, Suffolk (2004 T378; £1,000), which was felt to be a high valuation.  Plain hoops on 

finger-rings of this type should fetch around £600, as this ring has added decoration with quite a 

sharp design the Committee recommended £1,200. 
 



23 Post-Medieval silver fob seal from Bayston Hill, Shropshire (2006 T599)-Challenge- 2
nd

 

Viewing 

The provisional valuer suggested £200; the Committee previously recommended £250 (19th 

September 2007).  The Finder‟s challenge was carefully considered, however in reply to the 

finders statement that the fob seal “must have belonged to someone of great wealth and 

importance” the Committee replied that this is not justified as they are actually quite common.  

The committee did not see grounds to change their previous valuation and the recommendation 

of £250 was confirmed. 
 

24 Post-Medieval gold pendant from South West Essex (2006 T582)-Challenge- 2
nd

 Viewing 

The provisional valuers suggested £1,000-£1,500, £20,000 and £9,000; the Committee previously 

recommended £10,000 (19th September 2007).  The Committee commented that this is a 

georgeous piece of jewellery; the finders letter was taken into account but felt that the Elizabeth I 

connection is not provable.  The Committee did not see grounds to change their previous 

valuation and the recommendation of £10,000 was confirmed. 

 
Item 3: Coins 

 

Iron Age Coins 

 

25 Iron Age coin hoard (73) from Little Horwood, Buckinghamshire (2006 T640) 

This item was not viewed by the Committee, the finder requested a deferral until such time as he 

was able to submit his own private valuation. 

 

Roman coins 

 

26 Roman coin hoard (310) from Doncaster, South Yorks (2005 T418) 

The provisional valuer suggested £150-£200; the Committee inspected the find in light of this 

and recommended £170, exclusive of the pot sherd which is not associated with the coins.  The 

Committee recommended that the Committee secretariat seek s permission to 

forward his letter to the finders; if this permission is given the letter should be forwarded to the 

finders, asking for comments on the issue raised by Mr concerning potential of lack of 

permission to detect on Doncaster Metropolitan Borough Council land. 
 

Medieval Coins 

 

27 Medieval silver coins (5) from Brixton Deverill, Wilts (2006 T490) 

The provisional valuer suggested £1,600; the Committee inspected the find in light of this and, 

agreeing with the valuer, recommended £1,600. 
 

Post-Medieval Coins 

 

28 Post-Medieval coin hoard (37) from Marston Moor area, North Yorks (2005 T386) 

The provisional valuer suggested £275; the Committee inspected the find in light of this and, 

agreeing with the valuer, recommended £275 for the whole hoard, consisting of £265 for the 

coins discovered by Mr  £5 for the coin discovered by Mr  and £5 for the coin 

discovered by Mr . 
 

29 Post-Medieval silver coins (16) from Tebay, Cumbria (2006 T224) 

The provisional valuer suggested £400; the Committee inspected the find in light of this and, 

agreeing with the valuer, recommended £400. 
 

30 Post-Medieval silver pennies (6) from Leiston area, Suffolk (2006 T334)-Challenge- 2
nd

 

Viewing 

The provisional valuer suggested £450-£600; the Committee previously recommended £500 

(7th August 2007).  The finders letter and the Fitzwilliam Museum‟s reply were taken into 

account but it was felt that eBay bid quoted was not an ideal comparison as the „buy it now‟ 

price was not a price realised but a price the vendor would like to get for the item and at 



which they would stop the auction.  The Committee did not see grounds to change their 

previous valuation and the recommendation of £500 was confirmed. 

 
 

Item 4:    Any Other Business 

 

Valuation of Isle of Man Treasure finds: 

Andrew Foxton‟s reply to Roger Bland‟s letter was circulated for the Committee‟s information; the 

letter confirms their agreement to the Committee’s terms and agrees that the Committee will 

henceforth begin making recommendations for Isle of Man finds.  Two finds are to be put before the 

Committee in early 2008. 

 

New Committee Member Appointments: 

Owain Lloyd-James confirmed that interviews had taken place for the recruitment of two new 

members to join the Committee. The two new appointments have yet to be announced. 

 

First Valuations of Provisional Valuer  

The Committee recommended approaching  requesting that he put more information in 

his provisional valuations and that he refers more to the object in question. 

 

Provisional Valuation Feedback 

The Committee confirmed that the Committee secretariat should forward feedback to the provisional 

valuers concerning the final valuations of finds of which they provisionally valued. 

 

Spending Review’s Potential Impact on the Portable Antiquities Scheme 

Roger Bland mentioned the potential funding cut backs which could result from the Spending 

Review.  MLA have received a 23% cut in real terms and so the Portable Antiquities Scheme‟s future 

and the security of the Finds Liaison Officer posts is an issue. 97% of Treasure is reported through 

flo‟s and any potential cuts to PAS funding could affect the efficiency of Treasure and the amount of 

Treasure reported.  The Committee noted this with concern and propose to write to the MLA Chief 

Executive concerning MLA‟s upcoming funding decision. 

 

Future TVC dates: 

The suggested dates for 2008 were discussed with a potential change back to Fridays raised. Caroline 

Barton requested that the potential TVC date of February 6
th
 be pushed back a week, in order to give 

more time over the Christmas period to accrue Treasure cases for TVC, the Committee were in 

agreement.  It was also agreed that the Treasure Registrar will look in to booking the Hartwell room 

for new dates in 2008, varying between Fridays and Wednesdays where necessary.  Confirmation of 

the dates will be made by the Treasure registrar by email. 

 

National Statistics Questionnaire: 
Trevor Austin presented to the Committee a National Statistics questionnaire of which he received in 

his capacity on the Treasure Valuation Committee, the other Committee members confirmed that they 

had not received the questionnaire.  It was recommended that the questionnaire be forwarded to the 

Secretariat. 

 

Item 5:    Date of next meeting:  Confirmed as Wednesday 12
th
 December, Hartwell Room, 

11 am with all finds available from 10.15.  Jack Ogden 

offered apologies for this occasion. 

 
 




